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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Top Shanghai Cuisine Restaurant from Richmond.
Currently, there are 22 meals and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the

restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Lew Stiedemann likes about
Top Shanghai Cuisine Restaurant:

The traditional Shanghai foods like: xiao long bao, drunken chicken, hot and sour soup are to die for. Having
been to Shanghai, I can attest to the quality of the food!Ambiance is nice, very bright and open environment,

family friendly as well!Would definitely recommend to tourists and locals looking for traditional and fresh
Shanghainese food. read more. In beautiful weather you can even eat in the outdoor area. What Nelly Richmond

BC doesn't like about Top Shanghai Cuisine Restaurant:
First the price is top of the line and food is not anything you can find in Shanghai. My mom like to cook so I have
Shanghai food daily when I was younger. The food here is more canadian. ... Lessoil less salt....healthier for sure
but it is not Shanghai food. read more. The extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Top

Shanghai Cuisine Restaurant even more worthwhile, Many customers are particularly looking forward to the
versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Top Shanghai

Cuisine Restaurant. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary should approach with
a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, on the menu there are also a

lot of Asian dishes.
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Vegetaria�
GREEN BEANS

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Ho� drink�
TEA

Fajita� Du�
SAUTEED SHRIMP

Desser�
CREPES

PANCAKE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

WHITE RICE

SHRIMP

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

SHRIMP

BEEF

BEANS
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